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Abstract

The principal idea of our research to support interactive
access to large-scale data is to createActive User Inter-
faces(AUIs) that continuously emit events describing their
internal states and/or current information needs. Based on
these events, we then develop methods for controlling the
information streams directed at these interfaces. The pur-
poses of stream control are twofold. First, stream control
is performed to deal with heterogeneous underlying hard-
ware and software systems. Second, stream control aims to
achieve scalability for user interfaces to large-scale, com-
plex data streams directed at them, by offloading compu-
tations from visualizations to information generators or to
information routing sites, to dynamically migrate such com-
putations to appropriate locations, and to adapt these com-
putations in order to effect tradeoffs in the amount of data
moved across network links vs. the computations required.

1. Introduction

This paper presents a concept and the supporting inter-
face and middleware technologies for controlling data gen-
eration, processing, transmission, and display in collabo-
rative and heterogeneous computing environments. The
concept is tosteer data streams so that displays present
only the currently relevant or ‘interesting’ information to
end users. Steering is enabled byActive User Interfaces
(AUIs) that export events that describe their current inter-
nal states and/or information needs [2]. Such events are
‘absorbed’ by the middleware used for data transport, and
then adapt the data streams and their transport to better ad-
dress current user needs. The techniques and sample appli-
cations presented in this paper contribute to ongoing efforts�This research is funded by equipment grants from Intel Corporation
and by a grant from the National Science Foundation as part ofNSF’s
funding for the NCSA Alliance.

of the NCSA Alliance to construct anAccess Grid[3]. Our
goal is to enable computational instruments to handle large
data sets and to include into computational laboratories both
high and low end machines.

2. Active User Interfaces and Computational
Data Streams

Our past research has developed and experimented with
a sample high performance application where multiple user
interfaces pose queries to shared large-scale atmospheric
data. Figure 1 depicts a scenario in which two user inter-
faces are employed to explore data generated from a run-
ning model or a prior model run.
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Figure 1. Basic System Structure

For high performance it is important to create flexible
ways in which data processing can be done, ranging from
completely offloading processing from end users’ machines
to offloading only certain computationally expensive op-
erations from the UI. End users often do not understand
the structure of the data well enough to formulate precise
queries, so that queries must be refined during execution.

The identification of what data is currently relevant and
the assignment of ‘grades’ to its importance are done within
AUIs both explicitly and implicitly. Specifically, since
our data has a well-defined spatial and temporal structure,
control events generated by the AUI describe dimensional
bounding boxes with preferred data resolutions. Three dif-
ferent bounding boxes are grouped together and correspond
to (1) a focus area of special importance to the user, (2) the



area on-screen or currently visible, and (3) a larger area that
might be on-screen in the future.

Exported control events initiate actions like downsam-
pling of data in the computational stream elements and
thereby, reducing transmission bandwidths and display pro-
cessing overheads.

The division of functionality between AUIs and stream
elements used in this paper’s experimentation is one in
which the AUI is responsible for the computations neces-
sary for data display and determining bounding boxes. Con-
versely, stream elements executing on potentially remote
machines perform actions like data filtering (Gridred) and
conversion (Spec2Grid) using bounding box information.

UI w/o cont. ev. w/ cont. ev.

Active 81 s 83 s
Passive 372 s 372 s

Table 1. Overall query response times

3. Software Architecture

The software architecture that enables access to high per-
formance distributed (grid) applications has the following
basic components:� An user accesses an application via acomputational

data streamrepresented as a graph. Graph nodes
contain the computations associated with such access.
Links describe the data flows between nodes. Nodes
may be mapped to generating, consuming, or interme-
diate processing engines. Links are mapped to event
channels to which nodes subscribe. Our implementa-
tion employs the Georgia Tech ECHo event channel
system.� Each computational data stream isadaptation-aware,
namely, it can be affected by control events issued by
controllers external to or part of the stream, as exempli-
fied in this paper by selected, adaptation-aware stream
elements able to respond to control events issued by
the AUI.� Data streams may be created dynamically; this also im-
plies that end users may dynamically attach to streams
of their choice. For each such attachment, they may
define some desired quality of service, which is real-
ized by suitable control events and adaptations.� The controllers, control events, and control methods
may also be established dynamically, associated with
certain data streams, and used when appropriate. The

controllers described in this paper are integrated with
the AUIs themselves.

Each individual stream element consists of one thread
servicing the network and executing a handler function that
can receive any kind of data from the single input channel
and a second thread that performs the actual computations
applied to data by this stream element and also services the
outgoing connections.

4. Results

The comparison between AUIs and traditional Passive
User Interfaces (PUIs) with a similar setup in Table 1 shows
improvements of a factor of4:6 in overall query response
time when requesting 340MB of atmospheric data that is
organized in timesteps. Column 3 shows the overhead in-
troduced by the additional emission of a large number of
control events.

Clients w/o cont. ev. w/ cont. ev.

2 active 82 s 86 s
4 active 92 s 95 s
2 passive 672 s 672 s

Table 2. Client scalability

When accessing the same data with multiple clients, our
approach shows even better improvements in the scalability
as shown in Table 2. It is clear from these results that an
AUI-based approach can significantly improve scalability
compared to traditional approaches in remote data visual-
ization.

5. Conclusion

We have shown that Active User Interfaces improve
query response time and scalability when accessing large-
scale data sets. The full length report [1] shows more ex-
periments and all the details of our setup.
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